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You only have one life. Pick your fight.



“If you don’t
push the boundaries,

the norm will never change.
You’ve got to CHALLENGE
whatever that NORM is.”  

- MARTY SADER, Director/Writer/Actor/Producer
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“Monday Nights at Seven 
es una gran historia de  

AMOR.”
- EDWARD JAMES OLMOS, Producer/Actor

* Playboy Latino Interview, September 2015

* See Page 7 for Link to Complete Interview.



“To shoot a real fight not 
knowing the outcome and 

allow it to become a part of 
the film’s narrative, to shoot 

a real surgery where he 
(Sader) is required to wake 

up from anesthesia and 
deliver a line of dialogue as it 

is written in the script...
He has been making 

CINEMATIC HISTORY while 
flying under the radar.”

- EDWARD JAMES OLMOS, Producer/Actor
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“Monday Nights At Seven is a modern tribute to NEOREALISM - a 
cinematic movement that has been neglected and even forgotten 

entirely in recent decades. It is a rebirth, a reincarnation, a 
reinvention of the genre.”

- LAURA LYNN KEYS, Writer/Producer
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SYNOPSIS

For the FIRST TIME in the history of cinema, 
real-life, unchoreographed and unpredetermined events 

have been incorporated into the narrative
of a fictional feature film.  

It is a groundbreaking new HYBRID GENRE
never experienced before. 

At its heart, Monday Nights At Seven is a
LOVE STORY about a single father sleepwalking through 

his life and unable to let go of his past. 
When he meets a young woman who is also facing the 
consequences of her own life choices, his feelings for 

her begin to expose the LIE he is living, and he is forced 
to AWAKEN to the fact that it is not his dreams but his 

ILLUSIONS that are holding him back. 

“I have never seen anyone 
use THE METHOD the way 

Marty Sader has,
and I’ve been doing this for 

a long time.”  
- EDWARD JAMES OLMOS, Producer/Actor
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“...(Monday Nights At Seven) 
PUSHES THE BOUNDARIES 

of what Hollywood has 
been willing to do to make 

something AUTHENTIC.”  
- DAMON MARTIN, Bleacher Report Magazine

“UFC Middleweight 
Champion Anderson Silva 

has signed on to do an 
independent film with 

Edward James Olmos... 
Monday Nights At Seven, 
a LOVE STORY set against 

the intense world of mixed 
martial  arts...  

The only problem is that it 
might rip a hole in the 

TIME-SPACE CONTINUUM.”
- MAGGIE HENDRICKS, Yahoo Sports

MEDIA

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1694004-anderson-silva-signs-on-to-
star-in-unique-film-project-withedward-james-olmos

http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/mma-cagewriter/anderson-silva-signed-
movie-actor-ufc-cutman-doppelganger-195537797.html

EDWARD JAMES OLMOS
Playboy Latino Interview

http://www.playboylatino.com/edward-james-olmos-
el-mundo-segun-sus-palabras/

LAS VEGAS REVIEW-JOURNAL
by Felipe Dana/Associated Press

http://www.reviewjournal.com/sports/mma-ufc/
superstar-fighter-gets-first-big-role-film-actor
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HOY!
by Gisela Orozco

http://www.vivelohoy.com/entretenimiento/8355621/
edward-james-olmos-en-proyecto-sobre-
artes-marciales-mixtas

Newsday
by Mark La Monica

http://www.newsday.com/sports/mixed-martial-arts/
fightin-words-1.811935/anderson-silva-
attached-to-indie-mma-film-monday-nights-at-
7-1.3635588
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Jen Wenk, APR
jen@starprlasvegas.com

702.635.0995

Laura Keys, Producer
Marty Sader, Director

MNA7 Productions, LLC
info@mna7.com

213.947.3302




